DOCTORAL DEGREE REQUIREMENTS

General policies for all University of Oklahoma doctoral programs are available in the Graduate College Bulletin.

DOCTOR of PHILOSOPHY

MAJOR: Biomedical Engineering

Program effective Summer 2014

COURSEWORK REQUIREMENTS

- AME/BME/CH E 5203 Bioengineering Principles ................................................................. 3 hours
- Three courses in bioengineering chosen from an approved list ........................................... 9 hours
- Three courses in life sciences chosen from an approved list .................................................. 9 hours
- Four courses in engineering, science or math ........................................................................ 12 hours

Total ....................................................................................................................................... 33 hours

Dissertation Research

- BME 6980 Research for Doctoral Dissertation ...................................................................... 2-57 hours

- Additional Coursework ........................................................................................................ 0-55 hours

- TOTAL ................................................................................................................................... 90 hours

NOTE

For students who hold a Master of Science degree in Biomedical Engineering from the University of Oklahoma, the Ph.D. requires a minimum of nine (9) graduate credit hours beyond the M.S. The M.S. degree requires two courses in life sciences and two courses in engineering/science/math; the Ph.D. requires one additional life sciences course and two additional engineering/science/math courses beyond the M.S.